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Judgment 

 

The accused Alnazier Ajab Kafy was convicted before Halfa Algadida General Criminal Court 

under section 151 of the Criminal Law read with Section45 b and section 86/z of the Juvenile Act 

2010. The convicted was subject to punishment of one-year imprisonment, a fine of three hundred 

SDG, and in case of failure to pay an imprisonment of anther three months to run in sequent as a 

fine substitute punishment. 

 

Upon an appeal to Kasla State Court of Appeal the court of appeal judgment came under No /a 

.seen.g /14/2015 dated 25/1/2015 amending the conviction to be under section 45. G read with 

section 86 z of the Juvenile Law Act 2010. The papers were referred to the Court of First Instance 

to review the punishment. This objection came on 15/2/2015 as a result of this Court of Appeal 

decision. I did not find a specific date on which the applicant had been summoned with appellate 

court decision; therefore we consider the objection as filed on time as specified in section 184 of the 

criminal procedure Act 1991  

 

With respect to the subject and upon perusing all the papers, I would say the objection came lacking 

any reason or reasons. Despite this fact it's clear from all the evidence submitted that the Court of 

First Instance understanding of this evidence is inadequate. Therefore, it’s a must that we should 

reexamine it as the decision of the court of appeal expressed. The court of appeal ignored the fact 

that   according to section 185 (g) of the Law of Criminal Procedure the appellate authority is 

banned from ruling a conviction with a crime of a greater and grieve punishment than that the 

accused was convicted for.  It's apparent that the court of First Instance had concentrated on section 

151 of the Criminal Law, and its apparent also that the punishment under the amended by court of 

appeal section, namely section 45- g – warrants infliction of a grieve punishment than for 

conviction under section 151 of the Criminal Law. In this case it’s a must that the case should be 

returned to the court of First Instance to review the conviction and the punishment inflicted. 

Another point that worth noting is that the convicted stated his age to be 16 years where as 

Prosecution Document (3) showed the age to be between 18 – 20 – When this document was shown 

to the convicted, he further repeated that his age is 16 years. The Court of first Instance is obliged to 

investigate on this issue as the punishment will depend on the age whether the punishment comes to 

be imprisonment or delivery to Juvenile home for reform. 

 

 For the aforesaid I reasons I rule to uphold the gist of the judgment subject to Objection although 

this upholding is on a different ground.  

 

 

 



Ibrahim Mohammed Alamki  

 

Supreme Court Judge  

14/42015  

 

Mohammed Abu-Bakr Mahmoud  

Supreme Court Judge  

15l4l2015  

 

 

 

 I concur to my colleague Ibrahim Almaki but on the following reasons.  

 

Firstly;  

 

In my contention, the medical report on the age estimation is tainted with obvious ambiguity 

represented in the following;  

 

1-the signs of maturity shown on the convicted were only two signs (Hand junction and 

sexual organ hear). It is legally noted that the Islamic Jurists were in contradiction regarding 

the exclusive signs of maturity – to decide conclusively that the person reached the age of 

maturity. 

  

Secondly: -  

 

The report drafted by the doctor Yousif stated the convicted age to be between 18- and 20 

years. Its provided for in the Juvenile Law Act, 2010 that the immature child age shall not 

exceed 18 years. Hence the immature child under the law is child under 18 years and the 

mature one is of the age above 18. The report did not conclusively decide that the child age 

is above 18 in fact or not. The general estimation is not enough to ground the saying that 

child is under 18 or above. in such a situation it’s a must that the doctor should be 

summoned to testify before the court according to the provision of section 30 of the Law of 

evidence 1994 read with section 31-32 of the same Law.  

 

Thirdly;  

 The definite determination of the accused age will determine the competent court and 

whether it should be the court of Juvenile or the Criminal Court and likewise the applicable 

law whether it should be the criminal Law Act or the Juvenile Law Act. With standing the 

definition of mature and immature person under the Juvenile Law, it worth saying once 

again that the Juvenile law define the mature and immature child by being over 18 for the 

first and under 18 for the latter while the Criminal Law define the mature child with 

reference to the appearance of natural signs of maturity. However, the law did not specify 

these signs or telling how many these signs are, the law never defined the exclusivity of the 

signs that reflects the probability of maturity. Even the Islamic jurists we controversial on 

interoperating the word (maturity) as will on the number and kind of signs upon which it 

could be determined without doubt that the person is or is not mature. The jurists are on 

different opinion according to the juristic point of view in each religious sector. Some Jurists 

say its three signs others say its five or even seven bearing in mind whether the concerned 

child is a male or female. Also, there is contradiction between the Islamic Jurists about the 

probable age required to the appearance of the maturity signs themselves. Some of the jurist 

adopted the age of 12, some 15, and other think the age to be 18,19 or even 20 –for the signs 

to appear.  

 

It should more over be noted that all the crime and punishments stated in the Juvenile Law 

Act are promulgated under special provisions they are discretionary in nature and not like 



Had crimes that is featured with specific compulsory punishment according to the definition 

expressed in section 3 of the Criminal Law Act 1991.  

 

In general, it's wise to say the determining on application of these rules remain in the residue 

of the court discretion upon investigating on the definite age. The court is to decide upon 

investigating on the definiteness of the age. Document (3) did not definitely determine the 

accused age and expresses only presumption of the age to be between 18 and 20 years with 

the appearance of two signs. It worth saying in the light of appearing of a new scientific 

theory to the effect that the natural signs have nothing to do with the age of maturity and 

attributing the appearance of the signs to inheritance factor, environmental, genetic or social  

 

factors.  I agree to the refer of the case to the First Instance Court who shall follow the 

directions specified in this memo      

         

 

, Finally it necessary to shed  light on the typing mistakes that appears to have be committed by the 

court on  page (61) of the case record , in the conviction form , the court recorded that the 

conviction is under  paragraph  (b) of Section 45 / of the Juvenile Law Act , Its acknowledged that 

the sentence for this crime is under paragraph ( w) of section 86  is life imprisonment and fine  or 

execution . 

  

2- the court in contradiction of the above and on page (70) in the end of the reasoning of its 

judgment decided that the conviction is under paragraph (J) of section (45) of the Juvenile Act 

punishable under section (86) paragraph (z) of the same Act.  

 

3- the court came again to mention in the punishment memo in page (72) and in the prison form ( 

form No32 that the conviction is under s 45 sub s (b) of the Juvenile Law  Act 2010 in addition to 

section 151 of the Criminal Law Code despite the fact that the court had refer to the crime in the 

transfer of accused form . to be under s 149 –  

 

Therefore, I direct and order the competent Judge to note and avoid these mistakes in the future.  

 

And finally, I concur with my colleagues in the result but rather on different reasons.  

 

Abdalroof Hassab Allah Mallasy  

Supreme Court Judge  

15 / 4 / 2015  

15/Jumadda First 1436  

 

Final Order.  

 

1-We confirm the decision resending the case paper to the First Instance Court.  

2- The proceeding shall be referred to the court to rule on the case as the directive of the 

above ruling        
 

Abdalroof Hassab Allah Mallasy  

Supreme Court Judge 

Circuit President   

15 / 4 / 2015  

15/Jumadda First 1436  

 


